From: Ben Herman [mailto:bherman14@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2020 8:45 AM

To: Sabrina Charney Hull <SCHARNEYHULL@mynewcastle.org>

Cc: Jeremy Saland <JSALAND@mynewcastle.org>; Ivy Pool <ipool@mynewcastle.org>
Subject: DGEIS FBC Feedback/Question

Hi Sabrina,
Hope you are well. I was reviewing the consultant report that is justification for
allowing for taller developments. There is a key assumption in the report that I
think should be revisited and potentially revised. The analysis assumes a cap
rate of 6% for value which is quite high and off market based on my
experience.

Do you know if the consultants have any back up for this? For

example sales comparables with cap rates?
I’d expect projects like this to trade around a 5% cap rate not 6% which would
make the 3 story development feasible from a profit standpoint. The profit
would be more than $10 million, far in excess of the 10% threshold for the 3
story development, in fact it would be over 20%. Even at a 5.5% cap rate the 3
story development would still clear the 10% profitability/return threshold they

deem required, generating a profit of >$5 million. The 3 story - “not feasible”
statement is not backed up by the information in the report.
I don’t have any comparables handy for this immediate area but I do have some
for a Long Island project. They are a few years old but cap rates have decreased
since then as interest rates have gone down. Furthermore New Castle is more
desirable than the locations below justifying a lower cap rate here.

Just

wanted to back up my statement above. If the threshold is 10% profit then no
upzoning above 3 stories should be needed if the prevailing cap rate here is
5.5% or less. Lack of economic feasibility is not a reason to allow for higher
developments.
As Jeremy and Ivy know I am in the business of financing commercial real estate
including providing construction loans,
apartment development and refinancing/acquisition loans for apartments,

mixed use projects, industrial projects, and offices nationwide.
Many thanks for your consideration of my feedback in your formulation of the
final FBC.
Thanks,

Ben Herman
10 North Place
Chappaqua, NY 10514

